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This interview was conducted with Stanisław Kraus, born on March 16, 1916 in Szebnie, 
where he has lived his entire life. In the beginning, he describes a Jewish man who came to 
Szebnie right before the war began and relates what he knew about him during the war. He 
later talks about his life during the war, describing how he was selected by the mayor of 
Szebnie to transport the confiscated belongings of Jews from their homes in Jasło to the 
camp in Szebnie. He describes his involvement with the Home Army, “Armia Krajowa,” 
(AK) and their activities during the war. He also speaks about transporting dead bodies from 
the camp in Szebnie to a site nearby where the bodies were buried.  
 
 

Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
[01:] 01:04:10 – [01:] 05:40:05  
00:00 – 05:39 
 
Kraus remembers a Jewish man named Wajs who came to Szebnie in 1938 before the war 
started; recalls that he bought a farm in Szebnie from Zurard and was supposed to take it 
over when Zurard died; adds that Wajs was a merchant who used to go from village to 
village to buy cows, calves, and eggs from the locals; says that he often bought products from 
Kraus so they knew each other very well; describes Wajs as a nice and well respected man; 
recalls that when the war started, Wajs and his family went into hiding at Zurard’s farm, 
and also at Dubiel’s and Twarog’s respective farms; states that Wajs’s daughter married a 
Jewish man named Terek from Tarnów and that they now live in Germany; mentions that 
during the occupation, he saw only saw Wajs once when he was passing through his field; 
says that Wajs did not say or ask for anything but that he just waved.  
 
[01:] 05:40:06 – [01:] 12:22:01  
05:40 – 12:21 
 
Kraus recalls that there were a lot of Jewish people living in Jasło during the war and that 
they owned stores and wholesale outlets; adds that most of them lived at Sowniowska Street 
in Jasło; states that when the Germans came, they were taken to the camp in Szebnie and 
their belongings were confiscated; adds that in 1942 he was selected by the mayor of Szebnie 
to transport Jewish belongings from Jasło to the camp in Szebnie; says he drove his horse and 
carriage to Jasło where the Jews had to load it with their belongings (mainly carpets, 
furniture, and sewing machines) and then brought everything to the Szebnie camp under 
German escort; states that the Jews unloaded everything and put the belongings away in the 
barracks; mentions that he had to go to Jasło three times; recalls that in the camp he saw 
Jewish policemen telling other Jews what to do and that they were dressed almost the same 
as the others except for an armband; states that both Germans and Jews watched the 
transported things very closely; remembers one instance in which it was raining when he 
arrived at the camp with a load of the Jewish belongings so he decided to cover his horse 
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with one of the carpets; says that when the Jews finished unloading the items, one of them 
took the carpet off of the horse and put it away in a barracks.  
 
[01:] 12:22:02 – [01:] 27:10:05  
12:22 – 27:09 
 
Kraus describes his collaboration with the AK; says it was a strong organization and that the 
members knew who was working with the Germans; states that none of the members of his 
unit were Jewish but that they knew Jews in hiding; says that nobody in Szebnie reported 
them to the Germans and that the AK command helped prisoners to escape from the Szebnie 
camp; claims that he knew of Polish people who escaped; reports that there was one incident 
in which a prisoner (probably a Jew) escaped during transport to Tarnów; states that he was 
supposed to be shot in Tarnów but that he escaped before arriving at a bridge in Szebnie and 
was hiding in the woods in Brzezowce; mentions that the prisoner was trying to get to his 
friend, Dr. Tarnowski, but that he was shot because somebody reported him to the Germans 
in exchange for money; refuses to say who shot the prisoner; says that there was a trial after 
the war and that this person was sentenced to five years in prison; adds that their organization 
(AK) was strictly confidential and that he did not even know that his closest neighbor was 
also a member; describes how the members knew the names of people who worked for the 
Germans, where they met, and who they had contact with; recalls that they often were 
ordered to place an ambush in the woods and that some of them were successful and a few 
Germans were killed; states that in 1942/43, Adam Chrowajski created a map of the 
Szebnie camp for their organization; tells how they were planning to attack the camp and 
release the prisoners but it never happened; adds that thanks to the actions of the AK, a 
German was killed in Czeluśnica, another in Glinnik, and another in Lazce; also remembers 
that some Poles were trading with Jews in the Szebnie camp; recalls that he saw people 
throwing packages through the gate into the camp where the Jews would pick them up.  
 
[01:] 27:10:06 – [01:] 32:59:04  
27:10 – 33:01  
 
Kraus describes his transporting dead bodies from the Szebnie camp after the Soviet 
prisoners arrived there; says he witnessed barracks filled with dead bodies; states that the 
Soviets were loading the bodies on to carriages and then he transferred them to a place that 
the miners prepared; adds that the Soviets unloaded the bodies and buried them; states that 
Neiman, a camp commander in Szebnie, was ordered to transfer healthy and strong prisoners 
to Austria; adds that the rest of prisoners, who were sick, old, and crippled, had to stay in 
Szebnie; remembers that during that time the camp was not strictly guarded so people from 
the village were able to bring hot meals for prisoners; speculates that the Germans came back 
to the camp later and murdered all of the prisoners but states that he does not know this for 
sure.  
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